3D

Printing Car Hood?
MAKEiT 2x4 Large Format 3D Printer
Case Study
A typical desktop 3D printer usually comes with a square printing bed, such as 12x12” in size. Many auto
parts are larger than that size, and frequently they are in rectangular shapes, not square shapes.
The process to print a full size car hood on such a desktop printer is tedious and time consuming. Before
printing, the hood has to be dissected into numerous pieces in CAD software, in order to fit onto the
12x12” print bed. After multiple small pieces are printed, they have to be connected to one piece to return
to the original hood shape and size using messy glue.
This is not appealing. Is there a better way to do it?
With the help of MAKEiT award-winning 2x4 large format 3D printer, the process of 3D printing a full
size car hood is much easier now for Ivan Tampi Customs Automotive Design and MFG (ITC). ITC is
able to turn their unique designs from digital files to real 3D printed functional parts in days and weeks.
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This workflow is detailed here: a full size front hood is first dissected into 2 halves in CAD before
printing. Each half is individually 3D printed on the 4.5ft x2ft x2.6ft rectangular heated print table. It
takes around 4 days machine time to print, using less than 10lbs of PETG material. After post processing,
the two halves are put together to be used as a master mold.
Typically a spool of filament has 1kg/2.2lb material. Many parts made by ITC are larger than 12”x12”, a
spool of 2.2lb matrial is not enough to finish printing a big part. MAKEiT 2x4 is equipped with 5lbs
filament, making long prints possible without frequent interruption of changing filaments. To add another
layer of reassurance for users, an inhouse design filament run-out detector is installed next to the filament
loader. This sensor sends run-out signal to the control board, which enables MAKEiT 2x4 to pause the
print. Once a new spool of supply is fed, the printer is able to resume the print job from where it was left
earlier. 5lb filament size and filament run-out detector have reduced many hussles.
When MAKEiT 2x4 3D printer is doing its printing job, ITC is able to monitor the printer’s performance
nearby, or remotely via the internet on computer, or on smart-phone. When Ivan, the designer and owner
of ITC, visits a customer, he can show his customer a new print in real time on his phone, thanks to the
open source operation interface Octoprint and Printoid. Ivan and his team members can login individually
to check the print, to pause the job, or to power on/off the printer if needed. It is possible to network
multiple printers using the same software.
Once a print starts correctly, the printer can do the job on its own, no need for intensive babysitting. This
gives ITC the opportunity to work on the next project while monitoring the current print.
According to Ivan, the 3D printing has saved ITC 75% of time and labor compared with their traditional
hand mold process. Digital printing also ensures every part is symmetry and keeps the harmonious
proportion all the way through.
MAKEiT 2x4 large format 3D printer is particularly designed for the automotive industry. It is affordable
and durable, enables business to save money and time in prototyping or end-use part making without the
need of tooling! Parts like door panels, fender, grille, hood, plate, bumper, scoop, seat frame, spoiler,
splitter etc. can be 3d printed in days or weeks. Besides, shops can use this same platform to make plastic
fixtures, jigs, and molds in-house, saving the high cost and long waiting time of outsourced customs
tooling.
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The trunk hatch part above consists of 4 individually printed pieces. The printing cost is about $3k. If it is
CNC machined, it can cost easily over $10K+.
2x4 large format 3D printer is a new product built in California by MAKEiT, Inc. It won
SEMA Show 2020 Best New Tools and Equipment Product Runner-up Award.
MAKEiT, Inc. is an innovation-driven company who provides advanced 3D printing
technology solutions in a broad range of platforms from desktop printers to large format
machines. Their desktop printers have been widely adopted by large and small
companies, education and research institutions, such as JPL, Caltech, Art Center College
of Design, Lockheed Martin, Chrysler, Kia, SD3D, Northrop Grumman, etc. MAKEiT
technologies enable enterprises and entrepreneurs to reimagine conventional design and engineer elegant
solutions that impact today and beyond.
Besides making printers, MAKEiT also offers large format printing service. If you are not ready to get a
machine, but want to test 3D printed parts, please don’t hesitate to call, or send .stl file for a free estimate.
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